cannot regenerate through the primary CNS lesion. Is it possible that the lesion becomes inhospitable for normal as well as conditioned axons over some period of time? Alternatively, axons may regenerate through the second central lesion because this injury simply removes the degenerating tip of the axon enabling growth from a freshly cut axon stump. To distinguish between these extrinsic and intrinsic possibilities the authors did something rather challenging and heroic. They used a two-photon laser to lesion central sensory axons without creating traumatic tissue or scarring and then conditioned and imaged them after such minimal CNS injury. Would the axons now regenerate? After transection of single GFP-labeled sensory axons in the spinal cord and after conditioning, the regenerative axonal sprouts, which took a few days to get going, grew in different directions, but by about 6 days, the sprouting became robust and many axons grew right through the tiny central lesion. For the first time it has been shown unequivocally that axon regeneration can occur rather quickly through a primary central lesion upon subsequent conditioning. However, this can only occur when the axotomizing lesion is small enough not to evoke scarring. The result gives strong support to the notion that the lesion environment is a most crucial determinant in axon regeneration failure [1] .
This new work [3] is deserving of an accolade not only for the new information that it has provided, but also for the many new questions that it has raised. The authors mention that in the setting of such small lesions, even unconditioned axons showed continuous modest growth. Therefore, if given enough time, might unconditioned, normal axons regenerate at least into or even past the minimal lesion? What are the major obstacles that appear after larger lesions? Scar associated extracellular matrix molecules, such as proteoglycans, macrophage attack of the dystrophic axon as well as the release of exuberant myelin inhibitory factors are obvious candidates, but are there others? Why, in the end, do even conditioned axons regenerate such relatively short distances once they have supposedly passed the lesion site? Given that microtransplanted DRGs can regenerate axons long distances within normal or lesioned white matter, why don't conditioned DRGs keep going once beyond the glial scar [1] ? Now that we have learned that conditioning can happen in a more clinically relevant setting, optimizing this effect in many types of injured neurons will surely become a focus in CNS regeneration biology. Insect Bioacoustics: Mosquitoes Make an Effort to Listen to Each Other
As they encounter each other in flight, male and female mosquitoes alter their wing beat to bring their flight tones closer together. Two recent studies provide new insights into the complex auditory processing required for this behaviour.
Daniel Robert
As vectors of malaria, dengue and yellow fever, mosquitoes constitute a collection of species of urgent medical importance. After decades of research into mosquito physiology and vector transmission, many basic aspects of mosquito biology are still poorly understood [1] . In particular, long-standing questions remain about the sensory modalities and the behavioural mechanisms that mediate mate finding and recognition. Detailed information on how males and females find and select each other is important, because it may be key to methods effective in controlling mosquito populations. In terms of sensory systems, a clear and synthetic picture is still lacking with regard to the contributions of olfaction, vision, hearing and thermoreception in the sensory and reproductive ecologies of mosquito species, whether swarming or solitary. Two groundbreaking new studies [2, 3] have shown that female and male mosquitoes, as they encounter each other in mid-air, engage in acoustic maneuvers that bring their flight tones in tune with each other. To do so, they use their sense of hearing, mediated by acoustically sensitive antennae and associated mechanoreceptive Johnson's organs [4] . It has long been known [4] [5] [6] [7] 8] that male mosquitoes are able to home in on the sounds produced by females in midair (or a 440Hz tuning fork for that matter). The new studies [2, 3] establish important novel facts of mosquito life; females are not only the emitter of an attractive sound signal, they actively participate in the acoustic interactions -the 'mating duet'. Females therefore can hear, and consequently one may now be able to explore true, two-way communication in mosquitoes, and discover ways to disrupt it.
This discovery was made possible by an elegant experimental approach that respects the sensory ecology of the study animal. What could be of more interest and relevance to a male mosquito than a real female mosquito passing by, as opposed to a large loudspeaker playing a pure tone designed for the convenience of analysis? Thus, using appropriate acoustic conditions and stimuli -the buzz of the protagonists themselves -the two groups [2, 3] were able to show that mosquitoes can tune in at frequencies that are neither the male nor the female fundamentals, but higher, common harmonics ( Figure 1 ). Remarkably, these common frequencies are outside the previously reported range of auditory sensitivity in mosquitoes. This result alone has the virtue of reminding us how important experimental procedures are that employ ecologically relevant behavioural and sensory contexts. The observation of the convergence between flight tones has broad consequences as it unveils unsuspected complex sensory-motor integration in insects; mosquitoes can hear and process sound frequencies outside the previously accepted range and can alter their sound emissions accordingly, to either converge to, or diverge from, these frequencies.
Such acoustic interactions between males and females were first observed for the mosquito species Toxorhynchites brevipalpis [9] , where a male, or a female, was tethered to a thin wire, a spatially static situation that allows both fictive flight and the recording of wingbeat tones ( Figure 1A ). When two tethered flying animals were positioned close to each other, for example within auditory range, it was first observed that flight tones became much more variable than on a solo fictive flight. A key observation was then made: the fundamental frequencies of flight tones tend to converge when a male and a female T. brevipalpis are within earshot [9] . Same sex pairs do not engage in frequency matching, however, but rather stabilise at distinct frequencies after a few seconds. This observation strongly suggests that sexual recognition in this species has an acoustic basis.
This divergence response is reminiscent of the jamming avoidance response of the gymnotiform electric fish Eigenmannia [10] . In T. brevipalpis, a nectar feeding species, male and female solo flight tones are rather similar, 426 6 43 Hz and 415 6 36 Hz, respectively [9] , seemingly making the convergence between fundamental frequencies relatively straightforward. Could this also take place in blood feeding species, such as Culex quinquefasciatus for which sexual dimorphism is more pronounced, with larger differences between male and female flight tones (for example, 542 6 81Hz and 428 6 42 Hz [3] )? This question is prompted by the notion that it may be more difficult to match two flight tones that are far apart, as flight velocity and control are affected by the frequency of wing flapping. The new studies [2, 3] have produced multiple lines of evidence for flight tone convergence at higher harmonics, its dynamics, its sensory basis, and the mechanisms by which it can be achieved. In the species studied -Aedes aegypti [2] and C. quinquefasciatus and C. pipiens [3] -harmonic convergence was shown to take place at the lowest common integer multiple frequency (for example, at 1200 Hz for 300 Hz and 400 Hz fundamentals). Hence, for higher harmonics, the frequency difference between the sound emissions is smaller, and a small departure from a natural wingbeat frequency -the fundamental -could be sufficient to reach harmonic convergence ( Figure 1B) . It is worth noting that harmonic convergence has not been strictly defined but is understood here as two harmonic frequencies getting closer together, as opposed to an exact matching between frequencies, or a true synchronization.
Harmonic convergence is possible if three essential conditions are fulfilled: wing beat acoustic emissions contain several harmonics with significant power (Figure 1A inset) ; males and/or females can mechanically detect these frequencies and can neurally process them; and finally, the animals can adequately alter their wing beat frequency during flight. With regard to the first condition, the rich harmonic content of mosquito flight tones had previously been reported [1, 8] , but the novel measurements using pressure difference microphones provide much improved quantification of the broad distribution of acoustic power across multiple harmonics in both male and female flight tones [2, 3, 9, 11] . The last condition has not been studied in detail, yet changes in flight tones can be reasonably assigned to changes in the wingbeat frequency [2, 3] .
The second condition is where the crux of the new studies resides. The two groups found that the male and female antennae are both mechanically [3] and neurally [2, 3] sensitive to higher flight tone harmonics (> 1000 Hz). As simple harmonic oscillators resonant at frequencies around flight tones, the antennae of Aedes and other mosquito species do not dissipate much energy at higher frequencies [11, 12] ; yet the new studies show that Johnston's organ (the mechanosensory apparatus proper) is sufficiently sensitive to detect vibrations at frequencies of 1000 Hz and higher [2, 3] . These observations contradict established textbook wisdom that males only hear female flight tones, and that females cannot hear ( [1] , but see [13] ), but they also dramatically extend the frequency range of mosquito hearing, well beyond the fundamental frequency of their flight tones [1, [5] [6] [7] 8] and mechanical sensitivity at resonance [11, 12] . There is evidently more to Johnston's organ than what research since 1855 [1] has led us to understand (see [2] for a more complete list of studies on mosquito hearing).
To test the hypothesis that higher frequencies are detectable and contain enough information to elicit tone convergence, single high frequency tones were played through a loudspeaker. Males of both Aedes and Culex species respond to single frequency tones above 1000 Hz (typically around 1200 Hz) by altering their flight frequency and converging their higher harmonics. Notably, frequency convergence can take place in the absence of the fundamental or first harmonics [2, 3] . This is an important result because it unequivocally points to the sensitivity of mosquitoes to high frequencies.
The further characterization of this auditory sensitivity yielded surprising, yet different, results for both Aedes and Culex species. In Aedes [2] , the response to tones from 100 to 2000 Hz shows a static deflection of the neural potential, in addition to the conventional frequency doubling of the potential (a 400 Hz tone generates a neural response with 400 Hz oscillations and several powerful harmonics). This sustained potential deflection (a DC shift) is similar to the response potentials measured in the mammalian cochlea [14] . Interestingly, a frequency analysis of such Aedes potentials reveals substantial energy at frequencies covering the stimulus and several harmonics, but also at much lower frequencies, below 10 Hz [2] .
Another and most revealing test was performed by Warren et al. [3] , who played two tones simultaneously (as in a duet) whilst recording the potentials of Johnston's organ [3] . The spectral content of the potentials obtained by Fourier analysis show distinct peaks, at frequencies representing the exact difference between the tones played ( Figure 1C) . Thus, should male and female higher harmonic flight tones -1200 and 1215 Hz, but many other combinations are obviously possible -differ by 15 Hz, this is this a low frequency (the beat frequency between the tones), which is predominantly represented in the electrical activity of Johnston's organ. Such low frequencies, well below mechanical resonance, therefore appear to be important for mosquito hearing, as much as sufficient mechanical sensitivity to high frequencies well above antennal resonance [11] .
Warren et al. [3] suggest that the expression of the beat frequency, or difference tone, in the neural response is enabled by the nonlinear interaction between mechanical vibrations of the mosquito antenna. In effect, such interactions can elicit distortion products dissipating mechanical energy at low frequencies that can be based on non-linear mechanics [15] or active neuronal oscillators [15, 16] . This is particularly enticing since audition in mosquitoes has been shown to be an active process [15] [16] [17] , whereby the mechanical sensitivity of the male antenna is nonlinearly enhanced to facilitate the detection of transient female flight tones, at the fundamental frequency at least [17] . Remarkably, for the tympanal ears of moths and locusts, distortion products have been observed in response to two-tone stimuli [18] .
To the human ear, the mosquitoes' midair duets are vividly dynamic, a frantic tonal chase with unstable beats revealing incomplete yet enthusiastic attempts at tuning in [9] . In effect, it is evident that males and females work hard at listening to each other. But why do they do so? Although the new studies offer slightly different and most likely complementary interpretations, they both contribute a decisive piece of information: a behaviour on which assays can now be based to test mosquitoes' preferences, dislikes and the parameter space in which their senses operate. For Warren et al. [3] , duetting is the result of the successful detection and appropriate motor control that together generate frequency convergence. As an ultimate function, this behaviour serves recognition between sexes [3] , and perhaps also between species in multispecies aggregations. For Cator et al. [2] the convergence in the frequency domain is seen as part of a courtship song, used to facilitate and maintain midair pair formation. Duetting is also hypothesised to be under sexual selection, a process by which females could acoustically assess a male's reproductive quality [2] . Equally, a male may be able to assess a female's reproductive status, or health, through aerial acoustic interactions. The newly reported acoustic interactions between two mosquitoes prompt yet another question. What is happening when hundreds of male mosquitoes engage in swarming behaviour? As mosquitoes are now known to be capable to entrain each other into frequency convergence, it may be timely to ask whether and how males acoustically interact when they swarm. The answer may reveal key information on the mechanisms of swarm function and cohesion, and generate valuable ideas on how to disrupt their formation. Nuclear Dimorphism: Two Peas in a Pod
The macro-and micronuclei of Tetrahymena reside in the same cytoplasm but are about as different as night and day. This extreme case of nuclear dimorphism can now be partially attributed to differences in the subunit compositions of their nuclear pore complexes.
David S. Goldfarb* and Martin A. Gorovsky
The dynamic compositions of the nucleus and cytoplasm depend in good measure on the selectivity of the nuclear transport apparatus, which is itself anything but static [1] [2] [3] . Multiple examples now demonstrate that changes in gene expression -for example, during the cell cycle, development, and in response to viral infection -often involve changing the composition of the nuclear transport apparatus [2, 3] . Two recent studies conclude that the distinct properties of the two nuclei in Tetrahymena, the macronucleus (MAC) and micronucleus (MIC) (Figure 1 ), are determined, at least in part, by the distinct subunit compositions of their nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) [4, 5] .
Nuclear differentiation occurs at some point during the baroque nuclear machinations that characterize Tetrahymena conjugation, and nuclear transport differences between the two nuclei are apparent early in the process (Figure 2 ) ( [6] and unpublished observations). During vegetative growth, the diploid MIC is transcriptionally silent and divides by a closed mitosis. During conjugation, it undergoes meiosis and forms zygotic nuclei that differentiate into MACs or MICs by a still mysterious process. MACs differentiate by a series of chromosomal rearrangements involving large scale DNA elimination, chromosome fragmentation, endoreplication, and gene amplification, resulting in a large nucleus containing w45 copies of w225 transcriptionally active chromosomes and w9000 minichromosomes that encode the ribosomal RNAs [7] . MAC chromosomes assort randomly during division, and to prevent aneuploidy, their numbers are counted and adjusted in daughter cells. The MAC is degraded during conjugation and must be regenerated from post-zygotic MICs. Differences in the protein composition, morphology, and activities of insipient MACs and MICs appear
